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l|g^ GET YOUR

^p^ jfc TEETH INTO

^R # JB^ SOMETHING

?Li-«N DIFFERENT!

^^^?l '^^K^
*

Study abroad for a

^E^--^'''^* semester or a year

ipi ? Get your masters in 1 year

?

Complete your degree with

honours in just three years

Boost your job prospects,

gain independence and make new friends

Visit our website for more details;

www.britishcouncil.org.au/educationuk

Been there, done that!

Already studied in the UK? Join our free

alumni network www.britishcouncil.org.au/alumni
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[?]
Well actually Bushy boy you

can, it's called a ballot box.

Well, so we'd like to think

anyway. Actually maybe
Bush is right. I mean what

difference is one vote in a box

advocating for democracy
and freedom going to matter

anyway. Can one vote really
make a difference? Or is

'the system', whatever the

fuck that is, so entrenched

in any form of governing at

the moment that there is no

point in even attempting to

have a say in anything at all?

Probably both.

It's an election year, in more

ways than one. There is a

US election (I use the term

'election' loosely) coming up

in November when the new

ruler of the world will be

decided. Unfortunately for the

rest of the globe, the majority
of Americans don't think it is

necessary to have their say.

History seems to show us

that those that do vote seem

to side with the one that has a

bit of charisma. Chances are

this means we're going to see

another Bush term (and if

not legitimately surely they'll
find a way to get around

that pesky thing called

democracy) because, frankly,

Kerry couldn't charm the

pants off a fish.

So, while the US is in dire

need of a Brazilian, a little

closer to home we'll be having
our own federal election... as

soon as Howard actually
decides to come out of his

airplane. Unfortunately for

us, charisma seems to be

about as big a part of the

election process as honesty
and memory. Remember a

long time ago in a galaxy
far, far away when people

mentioned the words sorry
and reconciliation? I mean

we don't even know who

we're voting into government
this time around. Howard

will be out the door whether

he abdicates or passes away
from old age and Latham's

pancreas has had a few

words to say about his own

life expectancy. Not that it

really matters. In these times

of tyrannical terrorism and

capitalistic conservatism I

would be very surprised if

we don't see Howard's ugly,

yet somewhat cuddley, mug

again.

And if you didn't know,

there is at least one more

election effecting your life,

the Student Association

elections. The what for the

who now? The SA are your

representatives and give you
such lovely things such as

this publication. They do this

with your money. Remember

something called GSF? So if

you value your cash, which

a lot of people seem to do,
it would probably be a good
idea to go to page 17 and take

a gander at the people who

are wanting to spend your

money next year. An insanely
small proportion of students

actually bother to vote so it

would be good to get involved.

If at the very least maybe
one time in your life this will

mean one vote really will

make a difference.

Cheers,

/\4/UfV 73rfrc(jL&-

Editorial...

[?]
I There are many elections held

I around the world and this fact means

I this editorial won't be (again) about

I that stain in Union Court (which has

I now, as predicted, been replaced by
I a similar white stain).

This year there are elections being
held in Lithuania, Serbia, Mongolia
and Canada in June, Japan and

Indonesia last month, the Cook

Islands, Kazakhstan, Palau, France,

(again) Lithuania next month (at

least that's a solution to dissatisfied

electors) ,
and lets not forget the

breakaway Georgian republic of

Abkhazia in October. However,

squeezed between the elections of

the powerhouses of Japan and the

Cook Islands are other elections,

elections which may be viewed

as slightly more or less important
as those of the Cooks, depending
on who you talk to; the ANU SA

election's.

The ANU S A elections, in case you

didn't know (and judging by our vox

pop, you didn't) are held annually

to elect people to the ANU SA. To

explain the general knowledge of

the elections I'll use the example of

a lad and a lass that my fellow editor

(Brodes) used last editorial;

Lad: Did you know the SA elections

are coming up?
Lass: Och, Nay, I dunna know.

Canna yo' tell me what they be?

Lad: Ay, I could but I couldna

understan' what yo' wan'. Talk

proper-like.

Lass: Och, Haggis.
Lad 2: Ay, Hi. I wasna wondering
whether you lad an' lass wanted to

go play some bagpipes like?

All: Ay, sure, let's go. Och, why,
like, are we talkin' like pirates, and

what's be that recording device?

So after witnessing that imaginary
conversation (which conveyed
a lack of knowledge about the

elections if you didn't get it) I

thought I'd better explain.

Each year there are elected 5

executive positions, an officer

for each of the S A Departments

(Environment, Sexuality, Women's

and Education), 14 General

Representatives to represent

students generally, 2 representatives

for each faculty and, my favourite

of all, an editor of Woroni (who

may have 2 or more heads i.e. be

two or more people [this is actually

preferable]).

To help you make up your mind for

those of you that are going to vote,

and to provide a source of ridicule

to the 90% of you who won't, this

issue we have profiles of all the

candidates running (that we know

of). (We could give you a long

spiel explaining why we may have

missed some and why we couldn't

publicise the call for candidate

statements in the last issue because

our printers stuffed up but that may

apportion some blame to us, so we

won't, but rest assured our list of

candidates should be exhaustive).

As well as the usual, and the usual

mention of usual usual things in the

editorial, for music fans we have

an interview with and photographic

reproductions of the band Evermore

(page 36) and a review of Ben

Kweller's latest Sydney concert

(page 38). And if, such as myself,

you're not particularly a music

fan, we have, well basically, what

we said above. But it is good. So,

until a week after I next write with

the thought that you, whoever you

are, will be reading this some time

thereafter, which will be when you

(potentially) read this (the start of

next term), enjoy this last issue for

term 3, remember to vote in the SA

elections if you want, and eat some

haggis, och aye.

Sincerely,
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This month's Wally is, unusually, not sentient. While it does serve a I

useful part in the human body, it doesn't always serve its function, I

as evidenced by a certain political party leader's recent 4-day stint in I

hospital. Makes you wonder if he had to wait for a bed. Anyway, this I

particular pancreas doesn't belong to Mr. Latham, but it probably I

looks a bit like the one that does (only healthier) . A Pancreas is this I

month's Wally, for putting our young Mark out of comission from I

his anti-Howard rampage. Even if he was 'anti- American' (I mean, I

seriously, who isn't?!) I

The winner this issue will actually recieve a good prize - a music I

voucher to the value of $30 from a general music store (we haven't I

decided which one yet) . So get finding. I

[?]
We love to receive your letters

because they tell us someone

is actually reading the letters

page of Woroni, or at least

sending random things to our

email, apart from porn sites.

You can send them (letters,

not porn sites) to woroni. art

icles@anu.edu.au, send us a

telegram, tap them in morse v

code, or even ring us - we'll

come and get them (from
North Canberra only).

ffijofl
i ftp) i I (SR fftraft? gTfiliToIBa fsTiTql

At the end of the Impact
article last Woroni

issue you mentioned

that Toast had closed,

which it had, so I'm

not correcting you,

just making sure

you, and everyone

else, knows its back

open again, hopefully
this time everyone
will get out there

and support toast so it

can support the local

live music scene.

lil'z

Uncertain

Sentiments
To the Editors and

'writers' of Woroni,

I'd just like to say, right

here and right now, to all

of you Woroni wanks

the sight of your insipid

rag shits me to tears.

Whenever I see it, I want

to rip my own eyes out

just so I can never again
be reminded of its ever

persistent presence in my

universe- pretty much

anything to avoid looking

upon it's self-indulgent

pages. Not only is it full

of unintelligible, pathetic

wather in a style that a

bunch of blind, one-armed

monkeys could imitate,

this wather continues on

page after page, issue

after issue. . . giving us,

the reader, the impression
that you think this is

entertaining to those of

us actually possessing

original thought! Alas,

sorry to say, it is not.

Don't even get me started

on the naked pictures

of Scav Hunt- all I can

say is that it is definitely

not worth jamming my

previously reefed out

eyeballs back into their

sockets for. I'd rather

use Woroni to mop up

i

the blood from the arm 1

I would willingly rip off I

of my own body myself I

and eat piece by piece, I

if it meant that your rag 1

was never in the vicinity 1

of me ever again. Perhaps I

I could write for your 1

magazine- if I sold my I

self-respect and dignity I

for some self-indulgence I

and pitiful attempts at I

humour, and if I left my I

intelligence at the door. I

You should be ashamed I

that you expose the I

student body to these I

droning rants you seem to I

find amusing. I

Penny Lane. I
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It has been an eventful few months for the Aikikai Aikido Club, with lots more excitement still to come this year! At I

I the end of May we held a grading, one of two held each year. In Aikido, students start ungraded, then pass from I

5th Kyu through to 1st Kyu, after which they are graded by Sugano Shihan, 8th dan, President of Aikikai Australia to I

!

become a Sho Dan (black belt). I

It was a very successful grading, and was followed by drinks and celebrations at All Bar Nun. On the social side, I

|'

: the club also had a lunch at the Botanic Gardens a few weeks later in June as a ge

|
,

.

V club members born around this time of year.

S
. ; In the second week of July, a number of Aikikai members from Canberra

[

'

.;; .

'

; I travelled to Sydney for the annual national Winter School. The school was well

V
: \ . attended, and as always Sugano Shihan, was an inspiration to train under. A

I i' '.- .

j

number of Canberra students are now making preparations to travel to Japan
:

in September for the International Aikido Federation Congress in Tokyo. This

? international event will be attended by highly ranked aikidoka from around

the world. Led by our Hanan Janiv Sensei, five students from Canberra are

: heading over as part of a contingent from Australia. This will be an amazing
;

\
; .. 1 opportunity for them to train at the Aikikai headquarters in Tokyo and see the

v
\. ; sights of Japan.

..- :

.

jFor further information on Aikikai, please contact

i Duncan on 6216 7076, or come along to the dojo on

; ^Sunday at 5.15, Tuesday at 5.30, Thursday at 5pm
V;';i1*'-;;or Friday at 7.30 to watch a class. Beginners are

.-.-' -.--.' -always welcome!

-.'''' .-'?!

' '

. .
? :

. '-,
? (

'.'V'V'I
'--?.;.'

'

'-' 'i'A

\'i '?'???; b'% EUG Resells are In!

,

. ??''?.; All ANU teams performed exceptionally well at this

1 year's EUG's in Wollongong, with Men's volleyball and

.

/
.

: Mixed Netball gaining first place, Women's Volleyball a

?;.?,! close second place, Mixed Ultimate Disc reaping third

.

.

, „???, \ :» place, Men's Waterpolo and AFL coming in fifth and both

, .

. ,,.,,!,
Men's Hockey and Soccer in sixth place. Congratulations

\', : V) to all ANU competitors.
;

r

j We have a large ANU contingent going to AUG's in Perth

,,
. ?;:

in late September. Good luck to Women's Volleyball,

,
:':',

,:-:.\
;?'.-'?; ???;!

Mixed Ultimate Disc, Mixed Netball, Men's Waterpolo

''''-'I'
, V;;-1

and Men's Hockey who will all be defending their titles

?'.'?. ,' :

'

.j against the best University teams in Australia.

?'::;'.'.-;i';}| GO TEAM ANU!

'?

'

?

?

' '

J
'.?

i

?

. - ',

'-/I ?

A member of the

ANU Aikido club,

demonstrates a pin.

I URSULA THEATRE ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:
j

Steele Rudd's I
j

Venue: ANU Arts Centre

Dates: Fri 3rd & Sat 4th Sept, doors

open at 7pm.
Sat 4th Sept, matinee doors

open at 1:30pm.
Prices: $14.00 (Tickets available

I from the ANU Arts Centre) I

I Proudly sponsored by I

I Shooters Bar and Nightclub I

-7
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Of no particular relevance to students, the ACT

has introduced tough new cannabis laws which

bring the Territory into line with other states.

The ostensible aim of these reforms is to curb

drug-related organised crime, which is said to

lead to much of the other more minor crime in

the ACT. The major changes are that penalties
for cultivation, manufacture and trafficking of

commercial quantities of drugs will rise to 25 years.

Additionally, the number of cannabis plants

legally allowed will drop from five to two. For

those found with more than two, they will have
to prove that they were not trafficking, rather
than the prosecution, as was previously the case.

Chief Minister Jon Stanhope says it is part of a national

strategy to target major drug dealers, '...that vicious

element that trades in drugs and through that trades

in misery.
'

However, the Greens' Kerry Tucker says the

laws will pick up users rather than the major dealers.

Tucker's position was supported by Mr Brian

McConnell from 'Families and Friends for Drug
Law Reform', who said that punishing people with

drug addictions will not help them, 'We're asking
the Government to withdraw this bill or refer it

to a committee but certainly do something that
will consider all of the implications of the bill...'

[?]
? Cutting down on Cannabis -

Stanhope targets drug dealers

? ANUSA Survey confuses

Woroni staff

? The Australian Democrats

move motion in the Senate to

exclude scholarships from so

cial security income tests

? Parkes to Parliament: Proof

that Johns kids love the Solomon

Islands just as much as cycling

? Students participate in

catch-all protest against
Howard organised by the NUS

? Laws on Human

Experimentation are subject to

change

? ANU University Council

amends Australian

National University Act
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Nikki McPherson

Rent,employment,andWoroni'srolearejustthreeoftheareasaboutwhichANUstudentsare

concerned, revealed the results of the recent ANUS A annual Undergraduate Student Survey.
This survey, conducted through the ANUSA website earlier this year involved 978
students. The aim of the survey was to assess how students '...are coping with the

demands of modern university study/' said ANUSA Vice-President Kathryn Cooper.
One of the main points which came from the survey was the prevalence of financial strain

on students with 68% of students reporting being frequently stressed about their financial

situation. 59%ofstudentssurveyed reported payingover$iooperweekrent,andthiscoupled

with just 31% of students receiving assistance from Centrelink was of particular concern.

A numberof other student concerns came out of the survey, including'... the ANUSAsecond

hand bookstore, the role played by Woroni, concerns about the accountability of clubs

and societies and the (constant) complaints about parking on campus', said Ms Cooper.

One problem, at least, is being addressed immediately, with the '...repeated

j complaints about the expensive price of food and drinks on campus...' being

'...conveyed to the University Union and the Chair of the Union Board, Nicholas

Oettinger, who is responsible for the provision of catering services on campus.'
With the problems facing students now well-known, it is yet another reason to

vote in the SA election, preferably for someone who can fix the situation. For

a summary of the survey results or to see the results in graph form, go to http:

//sa.anu.edu.au/files/statistics.htm. If you know specifically what the concerns

are about the '...role of Woroni...', email us (because we don't know).

[?]
Tom Sutto-'

In an attempt to lessen the financial burden on students, the Australian Democrats have
moved a motion in the Senate to exclude scholarships from social security income tests.

Recently, Commonwealth Learning Scholarships were excluded from
these tests, however, this new legislation aims to make all discretionary
scholarships exempt. This will include scholarships awarded not only
for academic achievement, but also on the basis of financial need.
This is seen as a necessary step, as many students who are on scholarships find themselves
with less money per week than those on full social security benefits. This comes on top
of according to recent statistics showing that students are paying on average $2,137

per year more in HECS than they did in 1996, adding to the student financial burden.
Democrats spokesperson Senator Natasha Stott Despoja said, 'If Mr Howard is not willing
to increasestudentincomesupport payments, the very least he can do is allowuniversities to

support disadvantaged students without their income support payments being reduced.
'

The Australian Vice Chancellors' Committee (AVCC) supported this, stating
that it was '...concerned that the Government reduces students' income

support payments where students receive scholarships from universities.

Since the Government is to require universities to offer such scholarships
from 2005, it should not be financially advantaged by universities doing so.'

[?]
PARIS: Rats taking cocaine I

over a prolonged period of I

time show similar signs of I

addiction as humans, with I

some going to extraordinary I

lengths to try to procure the I

drug and even braving electric I

shocks to do so, a group of I

French scientists has found. I

A CRITICALLY ill obese man

who once weighed almost I

half a tonne has lost 146kg I

over the past eight weeks I

in the first stage of medical I

treatment to save his life. I

LONDON: A rapist serving a I

life sentence in Britain has I

won pound stg. 7 million I

($18 million) in the National I

Lottery after buying a ticket I

while on weekend leave. I

lorworth Hoare, 52, I

was on release from a I

Middlesbrough bail hostel I

when his numbers came up in I

Saturday's Lotto Extra draw. I

He has since been upgraded I

to a closed prison for I

'security and his own I

safety', prison officials said. I

LONDON: According to a poll

by the UKTV Food channel, I

the first thing that goes I

through the average Briton's I

mind on waking up is not I

making steaming hot love, I

but a steaming hot cup of tea. I

LONDON: The Observer I

newspaper reported Britons I

consume the anti-depressant I

drug Prozac in such large I

quatities that traces of it I

can now be found in the I
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Adam Homsey

Every town between Parkes and Canberra be

forewarned; up to thirty university students will soon

be rumbling through at high speed, on bicycles that is.

The Australian National University students from

John XXIII College, are embarking on the 300km
ride from Parkes to Parliament House to raise funds

for their own special charity project
- a mission to

help the troubled nation of the Solomon Islands.

Of all Australia's island neighbours, the Solomon

Islands are arguably most in need of a helping hand.

A militia coup d'etat in 2000 sent the country into

disarray and its economy close to bankruptcy.

Seeing an opportunity to help in the Solomon's rebuilding,

John XXIII College used its connections in the Dominican

Church to organise a project that will see four students travel

to the Solomons' to assist in the construction of a community
centre, as well as act as teacher's aides in a local school.

On top of their usual studies, a large number of

John XXIII students have, for several months now,

committed to a fundraising drive that has ranged
from selling chocolates to approaching international

development agencies such as AUSAID for assistance.

The Parkes to Parliament bike ride will be one of the most

important initiatives for the Solomons, not only in terms of

fundraising, but also for raising awareness of the project.

From 2 to 4 October, the riders will cycle through the

towns of Parkes, Forbes, Grenfell, Young, Binalong, Yass

and Murrumbateman before arriving at Parliament

House to be greeted by a member yet to be decided.

w

i

Garema Place was awash with angry people of every

persuasion last Wednesday for a catch-all protest

apparently aimed at the Howard Government

Organised by the National Union of Students

(NUS), the national day of protest saw protests
in many cities, including a vocal protest in

Melbourne where protestors clashed with police.

The Canberra protest, however, was relatively quiet
and encompassed not only the usual student-related

issues, but Aboriginal-related and welfare issues as

well, raised by a small but vocal number of speakers.
NUS National President Ms Jodie Jansen said the aim of

these protests was to '...send a clear signal that students

are fed up with the present Federal Liberal Government.
'

As

true as this may be, it is more likely that after unfavourable

mass media coverage, the protests will be viewed as the

rampant lefties having another whine and be disregarded.

[?]
Matt Andersson

Planning on performing experiments on humans? You'd

better do it soon, because the Australian Health Ethics

Committee (AHEC) is revising the National Statement

on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans

(NSECRI) in response to changing community standards.

The National Statement applies to all disciplines of

research which involve or impact on humans from the

undergraduate Honours level and above. Areas covered

will therefore range from physical research, to surveys.

The first consultation period has now begun, and students

are encouraged to make submissions, as the report and its

implementation will directly affect the ways that students

conduct their research in all areas of the University.

Information on how human ethics affects students is available

at the ANU human ethics website http://www.anu.edu.au/
ro/ ethics /human. php. Inquiries can be directed to

Sylvia Deutsch, Human Ethics Officer, Research Office

(tel. 52900 or email Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au).
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Higher education reform is finally having a direct

effect on the ANU - but not in the form of fee rises.

The Australian National University Act, the piece of legislation which set up
the ANU, has been substantially reformed, having not been significantly
amended since 1991. Minister for Education Dr Brendan Nelson has included

these reforms in his overall reforms of the tertiary education system.

Forthemostpart,theActwasamendedtosuitwhatisactuallyhappeningattheUniversityat

themoment,however,thereweremajorchangestothecompositionoftheUniversityCouncil.

The ANU University Council's main function is to oversee the operation of the

University. The main change is that the Council must now have six external members

to be nominated by the Nominations Committee and approved by the Minister for

Education. Certain rules apply to these nominations, including that at least two must

have financial expertise, and that they cannot be an ANU staff member, or student.

Whilst this may seem to be handing over a significant amount of power to an outside

source, the governance structure of the University is extensive. It is organised such that

any board which discusses a student-related issue will have a student representative on it.

Though the ANU has largely accepted these reforms, Vice-Chancellor
Ian Chubb is still standing firm on his position to not raise HECS,
as other universities around the country adopt the reforms.

arm&ad

Swiss Post today launched

its latest
-

unusual

commemorative stamp - a

square of pinewood with a

face value of 5 Swiss francs

($5-69), and which is roughly
the thickness of a credit card.

MADRID: Doctors have

separated a German prisoner
from his fiancee after he

had stuck their hands

together with car glue.

BEIJING: The world's hairiest

man was recovering at a

Shanghai hospital Saturday
after undergoing an operation
to remove hair that had

impaired his hearing, state

media said Saturday. Ninety
six percent of the man's

body is covered with hair,

except for his palms and the

soles of his feet, Xinhua said.

LONDON: Britain is telling

passport applicants to keep
their mouths shut -

literally
- they are no longer accepting

photos that show passport

applicants sporting anything
more than a slight cheesy grin.

HORDES of monkeys are

running wild in the Sudanese

state capital Kassala,

attacking women and

children and looting shops for

food, it was reported today.
The groups are going on the

rampage in two suburbs of

the city, close to the frontier

with Eritrea, launching

'organised attacks which last I

several hours', and targeting I
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Declining Student Engagement in University Life

By Corri McKenzie and Louise Crossman

Corri McKenzie is the ANUSA Education Officer for 2004. Louise Crossman is the Collective

Endorsed candidate for the position of ANUSA Education Officer for 2005.

The media has recently
leveled criticism at students

and the protest actions that

progressive sectors within the

student population attempt,
on the grounds that unlike the

generation of our parents, we

just can't come up with the

numbers.

There just ain't no Moratorium

Marches happening ... so where

are the students?

Some would suggest that it's

because students just don't

care
- that higher education

is traveling just fine, we're all

getting our degrees quite happily
and there's nothing to complain
about. Others suggest that

students are too busy drinking,

shopping and watching reality

TV to get involved in any other

reality. Yet, when queried, an

impressive majority of students
will voice quite assertive

opinions on the current political

climate, and sometimes violent

opposition to the recent

changes to Higher Education by
the current government. But the

Above: A typical student protest. Note the lack of protestors. In fact, this was around 2 o'lock on a thursday, in

union court, so it looks like people actively avoided it. Good work, students.

question remains, if progressive
views and perspectives are alive

and vibrant within the student

population, why, unlike our

parents, are we unwilling to

take to the streets?

The recent occupation of

the CSIRO Discovery Centre

that shut down Howard and

Nelson's policy announcement

saw students mobilise in under i

four hours in what was one of

the most vibrant, successful and

well-attended protests of the

last couple of years. Why were

students so actively engaged in

this, rather than the numerous

other protests and means of

dissent that have been offered

over the last couple of years?
Students saw a real opportunity
to voice their dissent, and

achieve something tangible.
The achievement was brilliant,

as Howard retreated to the

safety of his private courtyard

away from anyone who might
try to ensure his accountability

or criticise his governance.

Students, along with many in

our society are disempowered
and disenfranchised from the

political system, in thinking
that that's just the way things

are, and that whatever we

might think the only time to

do anything about it is come

Election Day. Yet there comes
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Above: A good protest. This one

worked, making the PM cross the

lake. See? Students, United, Never

Defeated?

opportunities in which students

are empowered to feel that

they can change things, and to

recognise that their presence,
involvement and support is

invaluable.

Others have and continue to

argue that students no longer
have time to protest, to engage
in collective action for social

change, or even to engage with

the many other social, sporting
and political opportunities that

the university community has to

offer. It's true - more students

are working more hours more

often in today's university
culture. With increased course

loads, less one-on-one time

with lecturers and tutors and

therefore greater independence
in learning, students have more

work on their plates. Combine
that with the pressure to pay
the rent and make ends meet,
and students are struggling
for time to complete their uni

work, let alone engage with it.

It's not just political activism

that may be suffering in the

neo-liberal universities of

the twenty-first century.

Community on campus

appears to be a thing of the past

-participation in the recent

Bush Week

festivities was

down from

previous
years, and

this is an

identifiable

trend of

decline.

Participation
in campus

activities, be

they social,

sporting or

political is

declining
as students

are forced

to spend
more time working, and

less time engaging with the

experience that is university.
Modern universities are run

like businesses - in fact in

the first week of Corporations
Law we are reminded that

like NAB, Telstra and Coke,
the ANU is a corporation.
Like we needed reminding.
Reduced to a number, taught
to regurgitate information to

pass exams, and increasingly

being used as cash-cows for

the Government and university

administrations, students are

being actively disconnected

from the University experience.

University is no longer a

learning experience, an

intellectual endeavor in which

we engage with the world

around us, but is increasingly
a rite of passage to a well-paid
career. Or not so well-paid.
Student involvement in the

campus community is bound

to decline where students

identify as customers or

clients of the university, rather

than as key stakeholders
and central constituents in

a public institution. This is

a result of the increasing
alienation of students from

the administrations of the

universities, and the decreasing

responsiveness of governments
to the concerns and needs

of students. Not surprising
considered the inadequacy
of social support services,

and the increasing demands
on students to work, making
them mostly workers and

sometimes students, rather

than legitimating the desire to

learn and engage in university
education and critical thinking.
This phenomenon of students

as-consumers reflects a

breakdown in the collective

consciousness and memory
of students on campus. Put

simply, there are no traditions

that are handed down

through the generations. The

vocationalisation of tertiary

education means we're here

for a short time, simply to get
a degree: we either forget or

never hear of the wins of our

forbears, and we pay little

attention to the wins of those

who follow us once we enter

full-time paid employment. We

pass through, and increasingly
we don't recognise our role on

campus as part of an historical

dialectic that occurs within the

boundaries of campus. There's

a real need to recognise our

part in the university, our

investment in the institution

and the role we play in the

constant changing
of the learning
environment

around us. If you're interested,
the recently released ANU

Education Department
Handbook is available, and

includes some very interesting
historical facts and debates
that seek to posit our current

campaign within the history of

student activism at the ANU

and in Australia, (sorry, that's

my only gratuitous plug).
The increased corporatisation of

public life, along with increased

pressure to work and achieve

good grades, has alienated

students from University
as an experience. While we

are criticized for our lack of

political motivation, we are

simultaneously reminded that

university is simply a step in our

career paths. This is a sad state

for University life in Australia,
as this careerist emphasis
simply denies students the

opportunity to learn about life

more broadly. Learning is not

just about gaining information;
it is a path to understanding and

can come through information,

personal experience and

personal growth. We as

individuals and as a generation
need to realize and reclaim

University as an experience, not

just a progression to a job.

Above: No achievement, indeed. Comic from Toothpaste for Dinner I

(www.toothpastefordinner.com)
'

I
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So, the SA elections, eh. If you're in first year then you're probably entirely confused by who

all these people are that are hanging around the entrance to the Union, trying to give out flyers that

never quite say why you should 'vote' for them. Or even if you should vote at all. If you've in later

years, especially REALLY later ones, then you know by now either to ignore them entirely or harass

them with too-difficult questions so they give up and start talking to the dazed-looking firsties again.

Regardless, Woroni is proud to present you with a quick FAQ to help you get through this difficult two

weeks of gaudy-coloured shirts, offensively friendly pollers outside the union and seemingly wasted

electoral flyers in lecture theatres.

Q. What the hell are these people doing?
A. They're trying to get elected into various positions
in the Students' Association. These vary from the

'important' ones (President, Treasurer, etc) to the

'token' ones (general representatives). Both of these

positions have equal real-world importance (i.e. very

little), but the former ones require a shit lot more work,
and look better on the resume.

Q. What does the SA actually do?

A. Noone really knows. They're supposed to be

something of a mediator between the student body
and the university Powers That Be. This means that if

you have a problem with your course/faculty/lecturer/

bar, you can go to a Student Representative with your

complaint, they report it to a meeting, it gets taken

'. down in the minutes, the minutes never even get typed
up (let alone reviewed) and thus your problem doesn't

get dealt with. Well, that's not actually true - handling
student appeals and other problems is virtually the

VP's only duty. Thing is, see, that the portion of

students that this actually makes a difference to is so

insignificant that people don't even notice it happens.
Occasionally, the SA deals with larger issues like

accommodation and course fees, but they either get
too bogged down in administrivia or don't have enough
clout to get anything changed.

Q. So if they're so useless, why does anyone
ever want to get involved?

A. The executive positions
- President, Vice President, I

General Secretary and Treasurer -

get money. Quite
a bit of it, actually. It's also pretty impressive to have

'Australian National University Students' Association
j

President' on your CV when applying for a position
\

at the U.N., or an APS3 position in the public service,

apparently. I presume some of the kids really do want

to 'make a difference' -

they certainly do work for it,

that's for sure - but I can't see how any sane person
would take on such a position purely out of desire to

work for the powers of good. It's plausible that some

people are just workaholics who are instilled with

some sort of mutant ethic gene that makes them !

enroll in every extracurricular activity known to man,

particularly if it means 20 hours a week on top of

their Law/Politics/Economics/Commerce degree, and

being head of some society or another, and tutoring
kiddies in their 'spare time.' These people
are suckers for punishment.
GenReps are exempt, as they never

The

d o

anything anyway. They just do it

because their friend who's running
for President suckered them into it.

Right: If you can make the connection as to why this little

dude is in any way relevant to this article, you win a prize and

a bajillion cool points. And yes, he's meant to be pixelated.
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Q. Okay... How do I choose which ones to vote

for?

A. The same way everyone ever chooses who to vote for
- believe everything they say in their statements and

flyers, listen to every sledge and heckle their opponents

give them, and see who's the best at insulting the other

party. Or, you could actually stop and talk to those

bastards who harass you in Union Court and ask them

what they are going to do, how they are going to do

it, and how many free BBQs they'll put on during the

year.

Q. What the hell is the point? Should I even

vote at all? You're not painting a particularly

bright picture here.

A. The reason this SA is so impotent to do anything
has nothing to do with its insanely hardworking
executive and departmental officers, the vast amounts

of procedure they have to go through to do anything,
or the slightly dodgy office furniture the Uni buys

them. The reason the SA can't get anything done is

because THE STUDENTS DON'T CARE. They try their

utmost, those loveable little beavers, whatever their
\

(questionable) motives, but they fail because they don't

get any support from the student body. Effectively, and
;

I don't think I'm exaggerating or over-generalising

here, it's YOUR fault, personally, that we have students

that couldn't afford to live in a dorm even if there were

any rooms available. It's YOUR fault that they have the

sprinklers going on rape oval at 3pm when it's raining.

It's YOUR fault that the Union is so fuck-off expensive
and that they have the aircon on when it's cold and the

heating when it's hot. The reason you are responsible
is because YOU'RE TOO FUCKING SLACK to support

your SA. You don't come to their meetings and view

your opinions, you don't give them ideas as to how

they can help you, you don't keep them accountable for

their actions and you don't take advantage of the few

things they do offer.

!

What I'm suggesting here is that in this, and every, election, you have two choices.

1 - Don't vote, don't care, and take any and all shit that The Powers That Be drop on us without complaining; or

2 - Vote, care, and keep checking up and being involved. Going to an AGM once a damn year in the bar (in the

freaking BAR! You'd be there ANYWAY!) is NOT too hard. Ask the people who are accosting you questions that

you actually want to know the answer to, and vote them in if you like their answer. Then, support them when they

try to stop textbook fee increases.

The SA doesn't get a lot done, it's true, and you could be excused for not even knowing of existence. If this bothers

you, then DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT. It doesn't take a lot. Don't be harsh on the SA, because it's YOUR FAULT

that their powers are weak - if all 8000 of you bothered to vote & back it up, then they would achieve things, and

you would be happier.
Please take this seriously. Student involvement is an issue that nobody takes seriously enough. The SA work

their little beaver arses off for you, so it's common courtesy to give them a little bit back. DO vote, take the time

to think about who you're going to vote for and why, and then work with those people next year to get those damn

sprinklers turned off.

Yes I know this page is dully laid out. The management apologises for any visual boredom caused.
1 r

'*'**-
-w -.-.-xl-
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Arts/Law

LThat

there's

elections

every

year for

it and

that it's

like real

politics

and

nothing gets done.

2. Yes and yes. Because I'll have

friends who'll pester me to vote
...

for them.

3. Can't remember, but I do know

they're running.
4. I think it's a disaster, just look at

the Union Board.

Rebecca, Honours

in Asian Studies
1 . Very little

2. I didn't realise they were coming
up, but

I've been

at ANU a

while so

I've come

across

them,
before. I

haven't

voted for

the last 5

years so

probably
I'm not

going to

make an exception this year.
3. No.

4. Urn, while I really don't know

what they do, what gets publicised

is more like the election campaign
so it would be nice to know more

about their actual achievements

that the SA does, 'cos when I think

of student politics unfortunately

I think of the election campaigns
which can sometimes get a bit silly

- I'm sure they do good stuff, I just

don't know what it is.

Leticia
Leticia

1. No idea...

2. No, no advertisements

or no pamphlets up. Not

informed, ill informed

shall I say. If they give
me a reason to (vote),

like information on what

they're doing and there's

profiles and things then I'll

probably will have a read

and then I'll think about it

and probably vote.

3. No, that's why we need the information...

advertising and stuff.

4. I'm interested in politics and I haven't heard

of many 'cos I haven't associated myself much

with student Union or members so I have no

idea in this regard. Yeah, it's pointless. If they

go out and. ..advertise it, and tell them about

what they think, why they have to run, and give
out why
they have to, then they'd have information

and then probably the students will vote, and

it will be useful because they are

representing the students themselves.

Jackie, Arts/Law,

1st Year
1 . I actually don't know much

at all to be honest.

2. Urn, no. Urn, I will (vote)

if I knew anything about the

candidates but probably no, I

won't end up voting.

3. No.

4. I think it's useful. It's good for students to get
involved especially in the running of their uni. It's

their education so I
think it's a good idea.

John, from Hong Kong,
Commerce 5th year

1. Urn, the Students' Association provides

some student services, just like the Sport
Union and some Union Court and the

second-hand bookstore.

2. Urn not really, no. I will (vote).

3. No, no idea.

4. Urn, student politics, they have big kind of

influence to the government but not always
as much influence as say the company or

other stuff. Maybe because in the ANU there

are many international students they have

greater progression than the Australian

student. Some of the time the international

students are not involved in the Students'

Association...

1 .. What do you know about the SA? I

2. Do you know about the SA (

elections and, if so, are you going to

vote in them? :

3. Do you know anyone who is

running in the elections? If so, for

what position?
4. What do you think of student

politics generally?

Danyer, from China, Commerce and IT

1 . I have no idea about that but I'm

sure you have a SA. I was a member

of Student Association at my ex

university in China.

2. No, no.

3. No, could have some posters to let

us know more about the elections.

4. I think it's more freedom - that's

about it. I just think it's the policy of

student in university
- it can give more

freedom to the student, the student is

one part of the society.

Harry, nominated as

Gen Rep
1 . the student elections? What do I

know about it? Well basically... What

kind of, what do you mean, what do

I know about it? Well the reason that

I'm running in it, I'm running for NUS

delegate, urn because I think that, well

firstly I want to keep the right out of the

Students' Association, the right-wingers, urn and I think that

for student and student interests, the student movement, to

move forward, we need lefties in the SA, and in NUS to kind

of push for activism, push for things on active basis, rather 1
than just the bureaucratic positions. I
2. Yes. I

3. (I mainly know the people of my ticket) and some of the
||

other lefties and I know a couple of the Indies. §

4. It kind of depends., No, it's good that we have students 1

able to vote for how they want the Students' Association I

to be run and stuff like that. In that sense it's useful. I don't

think its the most useful thing students can do with there

time, I mean I use it as a way to get people actively involved

in campaigns and things like that, I don't think there's any
use in people just getting elected -

I don't think that can

actually change anything much just doing that but I use it for

activism. I suppose to rebuild activism amongst the student

body.
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1 Help for students with an equity-related complaint ^H I

I The ANU is committed to providing a study and work [^?1
I environment free from unlawful discrimination and ^H I

I harassment. Hh!1

mmnvM^^^ II
||

and assistance to any ANU student who has an equity-related ^H I

I complaint. . ^Hl

| Contact Equity and Diversity staff at Building 1 8, North Road. ^Hl

I Email: EquityandDiversityUnit@anu.edu.au ^Hl
1 Telephone: 6125 3595; 6125 3868

'

H||

[?]

[?]
[?]
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m An 6&s«ty c-ompfrUticni on corporate social responsibility ope-ns
for university students on 30 July this year, if you are a student

currently enrolled in an Australian university yau can enter the

competition, which offers pmt prizes tor both you and your
university. The winning entrant ivill receive 42000 in -ash -and

hh or hw university will b$ awards d $3000 to buy 9 teaming
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Partnership' and the- judges may award certificates of merit at

their discretion.
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| flflEui?||M| ^e Division of Information provides a range of help services
|

! J^^HlMAiSI to assist students in their studies I
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I Resources for Assignments
j

The infonmatioiv'referGnce desk a L any AN U Library
1 location can help, just, ask at the desk or go to *'Aj-k a

I

Librarian* from the Help menu on the
Library

vvdbste

I http://ainu lib.aiui.edu.au

]. Computer Programs and Applications
f Assistance h available from the JnfoPlaee CoTisuitants at

|
i mfoPlace® Ch i f|$y or on ca 1 1 from any of ihe fo ! I owing

I
iocatk-ns:

j

InfcPlaee^Art
J InfoPiace^Hancock

j
InfoPbc^^law

j
InfoPJace^Meriiies

|

? lnfoPlaoe@Music

j
For more details see http;/ZLIp^ny,fidi|L-au/Jnfqpiacs

Help Desk I

Assistance for AMU computer pmbten?i$ is available t

by piioning the Divisiofi oi Irifbrriiatlon Help Desk on
J

extension: 59666 or loseiftg a job at: f

IT Training |

il Training is available from the Infairnatioin Llisracy |

Program
~ for mfoffliations on available $£s&ioi'is $#8 !|

Further Information |

Fmitlw information on the librarv and IT eftvironuirenl al I

trie AN1J i$ aval (able iri the litnopMtiort Access All An&as i

booklet available in library locations 2nd. computer Jab& 1

or online al; l'rtlp:ffiliid^nls^ny.edy.BU/^^jd^^iilgMid , |
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NUS Elections
|

Andrew

j Shelley

jr Socialist

?I Alternative

An activist in the

education collective

and previous education officer, I've

been active in fighting the Howard

Government for four years. I believe

public money should be spent on

\ things like health, education, and a

\ living wage for students, instead of

i
wars and locking up refugees. As

i general representative and at NUS,

jj

I'd keep up my commitment to getting

I
students active and involved, through

| building campaigns that fight against
* the continuing attacks on students.

\ Harry
|

Paternoster

]
Socialist

| Alternative

I As a member

|
of the

I
education

1 collective

I
and socialist alternative, I've already

j been very active on campus this year

|
-

especially in building the education

| campaign, which is aimed at kicking

;
Howard out and forcing Latham to

i respect students as a force once again.

]

At the NUS education conference

|

this year, I argued that to take the

\ student movement forward we need

)
to get students actively involved, not

j just rely on politicians' benevolence.

\ My aim is to build a NUS that fights

i back for students, to bring a left turn

| on campus and to rebuild student

I activism.

?; Georgina Lees

; Socialist

I Alternative

If As General

! Representative

j

and at NUS I'd

I
be committed

j to getting students active and

\ involved in fighting Howard's cuts

) to education. I don't think students

?i should have to pay for our education,

I
when our education makes more

| money for big business, and every

public dollar spent comes back

threefold. Students deserve not to

be lumped with increasing fees and

lowering incomes. Students shouldn't'

have to work longer and longer hours

]

i

to support themselves at uni. We have

to fight back! !

Elinor Jean

Socialist

Alternative

I'm running for

NUS delegate on the

Socialist Alternative

ticket. As your NUS delegate, I will

fight for a National Union of Students

that will stand up and campaign on

issues that matter to students. That

means money for education and not

for the military. That means fighting

attempts to introduce voluntary
student unionism. As the national

body representing students, I want to

see an activist NUS that will mobilise

students to fight for increased tertiary

education funding, to fight for the

abolition of HECS, to fight for a

living wage for all students.

Ben Sakker Kelly
Unite

My name is Ben

Sakker Kelly and I am

a second year Arts/Law

student. Along with

many of you, I have

been watching with

dismay as further

student services are cut, textbook

prices increase, HECS fees go up

and it generally becomes untenable to

pursue a full-time study program. I

want to take these issues as a delegate
to our only effective representative

body: the National Union of

Students. I want to present our basic

issues of concern to the government,
in order to effectively lobby for

better student support initiatives and

increased investment in our higher
education system.

Ryan Hamilton

Unite

The National Union of Students is an

organisation which is pertinent to the

lives of Students across the country.
It is the collective voice of student

representatives from around Australia

and my aim as a delegate to the

annual conference of the NUS would

be to enlarge the role ACT student

representatives have in shaping the

direction of NUS Policy. Currently
I hold the position of ACT National

Union of Students President, as a

delegate I would hope to extend on

the work done

within the

branch and

provide a clear

land responsible

|i epresentational

voice for ANU

students and

ACT university

istudents in

'general.

Nicola

Jack son

Imagine

Being a relative

newcomer to

the activities of the National Union

of Students, I am keen to promote
a greater interaction between the

National representation that NUS

crucially provides and the ANU

campus and university community.
I believe strongly in supporting
the continued activism of the NUS

as our peak representative body,
but would like to work towards

greater integration of the National

campaigns of the work of NUS with

the campaigns being run here at the

ANU and enhancing the visibility

and capacity to encourage the

participation of more students with

the work of NUS.

Louise Crossman

Imagine

I have been actively

involved in promoting
NUS campaigns on

the ANU campus
over the past couple
of years through my involvement in

the Education Collective. I have also

attended NUS activist conferences in

this capacity. To remain an effective

institution, the NUS needs to be

directed to promote the interests of

students regardless of which party is

in power/and I will push to have the

concerns of ANU students adequately

represented. Further, I see the

importance of continuing to have an

activist NUS and ANU campus, and

will strive to achieve this at the NUS

National Conference.

Itt Aniraktivons:

Excite Nexus

My name is ITT;

yes it's I-T-T.

I'm a second

year actuarial

student residing

in B&G. What

does ITT mean?

ITT is a mixture of

THAI and BALI

which means SATISFACTION! ! !
|

Being the ISSANU Vice President -

(education), I've seen many problems II

that university students have to i I

go through. Especially given that
;

universities are allowed to set their j

own fees, students will now have
j:

an extra financial pressure. Same ;

textbooks cost 300% more compared |1

one bought in any Asia countries. ;

These are only some of the issues that
j

concern me and motivated me to run
;

as NUS delegate. \\

Thomas Watson

TY

People think

terrorism is a bad

thing, but as an

upstanding member

of the right, I've come to realize the I

many benefits a vibrant terrorism ; I

industry provides to the economy. il

In addition to employing semtex
:|

manufacturers, and supplementing I

the fertilizer industry in the time
;

I

of drought, a successful terrorist I

industry employs street cleaners,
:|

construction workers, and most
;

I

importantly Daily Telegraph ;
I

journalists. A vote for terrorism is a
||

vote for Australian Jobs. - I

Pat Moody !?

TY
i

For the last 14
j

3'ears I've been a i

member of real '

IRA. However, today I have decided
;

to denounce the real IRA and form !?

nvy own splinter group with the
j

militant Unionists. -Why? Because
j

we are united in our belief in violence !

as the best means to polit ical goals,

and because we have both been !

excluded from the peace process. This
|

is despite the fact that our groups
j

started the process, which has now I

been hijacked by a bunch of small-1 h

liberal consensus peacemongers. j

What does the SA have to do with
j

this? Verj^ Little. That's wiry I am
j1

running for NUS.
j
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You've probably heard Evermore 's

lafesT^ingRTTt s Too Late being

J or as publicity whores for fen

Capital's -.-..new— Dawson.-~Xreek~~.~-

replacement The 0C\ However

these guys have been around a™

!

lot longer than Adam Brody's new

foiinci Tame -1 in their native New™

Zgaj^rvOxese guys are practically _

rock veterans, touring with such big

wfgs -as Goodshirt Since- making
the move across the Tasman Sea

Werritiree'-iDrot^ers~'iTave^1x3tire(jh^

with Australian bands The Panics

and (Dove OutiiderTO9r6niea¥ar^'^
f §9§Dt bL §y fiBS!J§iJJSjggBTOcter
Ben Kweiier. Currently they are

on-toyr^with— TE-Saab and -thirsty

Merc, playing a show at the ANU

Refectoryr
w

ChloePerstng^ caught^

up with Jon, Peter and Dann and

managed to
'

eiTibarrassT thefrT^with

^

tha-Jisa-jtf Jtha^MQixL Jm&&&w£- ?

Why are you based In

Australia
?

^'~st@w
?

''rather than'

your native New Zealand?

Peter: We grew up in New

Zealand but Jon was ~~ born. —in—

Lismore and we've always kind of

wanted' to m^o^^

'Gayse^
our hearts are over here,

Dann: V\feW'~~^^
0L_ ? taUODg_» J^^
JcM And I don't know, for some

reasonr- — -peepte~HB— Aystralia-

seg^4o get our music more

and seem to be keener so

we're j\ust_MJBQfiUaDg^J3.Q-.-....that.

D; I think it's part of it is that all

—the new -roek -bands-,- or young
*rock bands' in New Zealand pretty

'much come because there's a

jreaHy big hip-hop scene or a really

big dance scene but the rock

-^sceneJs kind of struggling and it's

hard to get tours constantly, You

can maybe do a two week tour but

then you're off for six months.

Bufliere you can tour all tfie time.

1 suppose tliis leads into

~~.iny second question of tow ...

does the Australian music
-

scene differ from Ilia Hew

Zaal&mi music scene?

D: It's more rock!

Do you fliiiili the Australian

..-..music seeiie differs fmm Hie.. .

IIS or UK music scenes in

regards to It being not as image
based? €If do you think it*s

following in those footsteps?
........

P: Probably.

D: Yeah definitely,

-J-:-But~at4he-same4imer-so many

good bands have come from

13'ritafn'ifiat
?

S!n3flQ'Mg(!!R3d
?

strthey
? ~

-J33M§L Jbe_doing_ something right
P: But the 'coolest* bands in

~~£ritairurigfrt now havexome from

?

Austratia'~and New Zealand:
?

^fcrtowr*^'* -i

Jet, The Datsuns and The- Vines
;

are 'the Hippest bands
'

ri@iF*7iowr
j

„. Jilt seems that people love bands that
I

don't come from their own country.
--OS- ? The- UK loves it's- ? -retro rock'

but it hasn't- really made one band
'

?

'*1n'u*retrcrrocK*r
?

^But^1rt'thin^'th0re^sw
? ' ? ~

a few different things happening
with

?

the' Industry - overall It's

? .jbsj&miog ? ..JCQUch more image
based, or it feels like that anyway.

?

-

J:- ~WhereH9re~~y©i* ?

-going-~wlth~-this?

D: ! don't know - i*m wanking. .,'

.??.--.-j^-p^P^gggiy
?

'tRinR ^tRe
? ; ?

KQstrallan

V
v

[?]

s

i

l^ A C-?
j

/ft\/ ..

?

? ' ? ''

j

f$V _____

j
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I
more young and exciting

1 and less 'goingthrough

I
motions' sort of thing.

1 P: I think it's probably

|
because people in Australia

1 and New Zealand are

J..
teas ? in ? it ? fet

? .the ? money

]

- because there's no money.

4 l:™~™Because~ there's

f|

no money, people are

f generally in it for the music*

Is there a fear of failing
- into a -certain stereotype

due to your Imng/^
-

mthBt titan your sound?

J: 1 don't feel like

1 we have an Image;
:-S
?:'i

4 _. ? ..„.__ ? _..„ ? _ ? .,,.,_,_.._.

l

J
Weil, d© y&u get

1 compared to other bands?

j J: I guess, but not looks

j
wise ! mean musically.

I .Efefii^.^a_^M.,jsauDA ? like, ? ...

I so-and-so, but it's never

|
. yoa L^

I D: The few we get
1 are ? «~.mr^aily^---*^«^andornk - -

I J: ! think The Cure might

| sometimes - be — random ...

I
D: But not early in the morning,

| i; 'But really; I don't think
'i

we're like a lot of other

bands now. We're not 'retro

rock' which is the main

thing today and we're not

80s Darkness or anything.

Who do you get
compared to musically?
J: Sometimes U2f
sometimes Pink Floyd.

P: Or Coldpfay and Radiohead.

0: People usually crap out

the most obvious ones.

P: We always gefsome random

ones like Nine Inch Nails.

D: And 'we'riniTke -What?F.

You're a *isand of brothers5,
do y oy think tills provides a

hindrance or mm advantage
..to. .your .band, both in

terms of external image
and internal p®Mti®s*$

J: I'd say it's pretty good
because generally most

people don't ha\ie the

chance to find good people

to be In a band with at the

age we did so I guess that's

Jan^advanlag§r^
?

'BuTrigiiess^'
the disadvantage is that you

constantly get asked about it

£L-JiyL ? JKSdL. ? fiSEOL ? -Jb§L. ?

it's a really good thing.

Jl« ? ^j^i^^^K^ ? ,_.Jght ? ,

P: Yeah? today... but not too

bad. A little. But we get
over it quicker because we

know each other so well:

And we have to buy each

other Christmas presents.

You must iiave fbeen

raised in a musieal

fatnily. Tell us about that.

J:l guess. Our parents don't

actually play any instruments

but they just had a really good
record collection that we used

.4o listen to. I mean, I think

they wanted us to learn a bit

of piano growing up which we

hated at the time, but now.

P: They actually didn't let us

have video games -

I think

'that was ??t^nnninr^Ringr*''
D: We had a really good

'record coirecBorTTiRe' The

Who, Led Zeppelin,...

P: The Kinks, Stevte

J&S&dSb- the classics.

J: They've been very

^encouraging with our music.
,

As a band t it&t has done ??

their fair share of touring

grant-work* how do- -you™
feel about the phenmmmon
of muslcHr eality 'hybrid^*
shows sneh as Anstrailan

^IHlll ^nii
? -:

'Pfipstiif W*$: W-

P: I think the idol shows ar;|ll
alr^ht bec^usfe vM fev^ilpsi

D:idon*tknow.^sKanhbnNotif

J: I mean Vm not a big I
fan of the Osbournes I
and Kelly Gsbourne's I
music in particular. I
P: What it has done is I

brought up people with a I

good voice and not this I
manufactured voice/band. I

J: Yeah, it does cater to I
one certain type of voice I

-

I mean the sort of ...yoice..,L_i I
would want to win wouldn't. I
But singing is still, a taient., .. I
D: What I don't like about I
Australian Idol is that it's one I

huge three month karaoke I
festival . It's very^ mueh - I
like these singers would be

;
I

very good karaoke artist||lg I

They've got to sound familiar 1 1
but soOnd 'Fllle ^iffefefi?'! I

''

And
'

ia^iy~' what- woiiii h®]
'

I

jpoiir inuiriteal w^Nlream JnT^ I
terms of seeing a concert? I

? QLYifejSKeil^^ I

':;|iillSl^i!^^i|HBBWi I
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[?]
[?]

||^:^tf^;|a^ ;;

-:

|pia$|ianTB^ V

sterns. td:l3te.t)b&fia:itmste: -*d;;::;^; '¥:

||?i3^d:^e^^^

[?]

t^bLOiijgh on the CB;%xat song kind

th$s moment, -£x&ng ^KpspitM B'ed^-:

Iwas v

I stopped aacli eiiibraced Iliacarnj tlxouglit, 'TMs is wMt ;;

'

'\
'

/?
-; :

'

?/_ '':\; t *-\

?

;
-

-V';'
;;

r-.3omdoisaBout.w3tit-ltwa^i Ben ?.

&was eiyo3?pg.Mmaelf-;tne uma , -;

fcras;eBj03ring tnemselves (tlidtife;

Ip waS;moc3temt0ly kai?ol to tell~v
-

;-

Ks taajliadalpof, we'r^too-codi

Kxpi?0ssxoia$ to;,matolx'their sliagr. -'

Katoto0-:But most of all, the
''/;-'

K-^P|-}^/arotiad me w^m singing
'

_

?

Riomf p.$^P^ danoing like x&its ; \

iferjiist jumping on the spot ;in-'to: \;-

m0^t^%WBYBpBipnofMie mo'sh^1;;;;

?&^Ct^at'¥as wheii I;wai trulj^; 'r
;-

Bjflaci that 1 ha4' sM|^pedlectiii-es;tp

Ki^e-td-Bydiie^' cramped in a cap;;'

M^th'f6m;at3ie^p'eop!0, 'and-when -

Bt;was toaaa&eii 'th^'t^bl$:'ona -iS3;; ^ ': -;-.

K;e;ai»:--id coiijld^e-sointerestiiife''-,^;

Kkditalented, ^n^ when of course

Rpdfpim a' gaijage ;bap.d because
';

BSfelt, l-^as wasiangi'awa^.my pwnV

^meej&'fa \

'-

Kh'a^'cono^-'halfWa^: ,aorpas
'

:

-

,;-;;' -\

mme^W^^'ip^i^'kp^L ,niaMnjg-, -;

'-.;;

i&i^f ^ic&SlSiSl^a^ What
'

yi

:%$^ '-;-

'l$02fy^^ of them wearing .

;
'.

$!3|p^ dooi\ for ??'.;-'.

tfte@^J|a^^6j#yil^^^ plaj, ;,

rj|^||^ dei^otees-; ?'.'
':

:^j0$^^ to '-'., :'.

0$^ ?-:?' -:\

'}y%3^ lC;/-;;;4;:'' C;:v-:; Cy. './ y
.''

'-_.? :',:\ ?',???'
??/'%,

:l'&'i ^' :'X ^ ;I/^fe^TOd^dtoe.ajR^o? tdie concert/day Mp at 8am :;;: r'-^l

^Sbp^ay^^ happy,;Ben'Kwelier is , . \:;,;t%Il
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I We here at Woroni are pretty easily pleased, but what gets us going the most is receiving your reviews. Some call it old fashioned, I

j

some call it slightly weird, but it's true. So, if you've seen, read, or heard something that moves you in a way that only the written I

j

word can express, then jot down around 250 words and send it to us, with your name and a rating, at woroni.articles(5).anu. edu.au. I

;

If you're interested in writing reviews and just want a bit more info, then come visit us in our offices, down the dark end of the S.A. I

The Hives - Tyrannosaurus Hives

Adam Brodie-McKenzie

Those crazy arrogant Swedish

retro-rockers are back! They
may not be original and may

not be exploring new musical

elements or growing from

past experiences. ..but I dare

you to try and NOT tap your

foot to their new album

Tyrannosaurus Hives.

Sure the name is pretty

wanky but then so is the

band, unashamedly so.

Before this album came

out, lead man 'Howlin'

Pelle Almqvist made

more self-indulgent calls

about how great his band was than the Gallagher brothers. What they
? lack in modesty they make up for in intensity. 'Diabolic Scheme' is

probably the closest the album comes to slow or a ballad. ..and this

is only because it includes a string section. ..no really that's the only

reason. As with their previous album, Veni Vidi Vicious, The Hives

have continued to condemn the mindless plebs ('Walk Idiot Walk')

;

and pretentious know-alls ('Dead Quote Olympics') of the world.

i The fact that the 1 2 songs only go for one second short of half an

i hour reflects The Hives' attitude perfectly. One could even go

so far to call the album short, fast and loud... unless of course

there were copyright issues with Triple J. My only problem
i with the afbum is to work out whether their single 'Walk Idiot

\ Walk' is a more rocking party song than 'Hate to Say I Told

]
You So'... I am as yet undecided. Basically, if you're looking

;

for something that's fast, fun and intense before heading
out, then give Tyrannosaurus Hives a whirl.

Authors Take Sides: Iraq and the Gulf War

Ed. Jean Moorcroft Wilson & Cecil Woolf

Review by Samuel Birbeck

The most interesting thing about this book is that it is, in part, a sort of time capsule. 'I was for using sanctions I

against Iraq', says John Pilger. What? Surely not! Oh, this is the 1991 John Pilger
- how times change. The I

premise here is that a great number of authors and political figures, mostly British but also some Australians, were I

asked a couple of simple questions about either the most recent, or the 1 991 , war in Iraq. There are some familiar I
faces here, and a few surprises -

I
did not expect the likes of Timothy Leary, Frank Kermode, Paul Bowles and I

Spike Milligan. I would be very surprised if this book turns out to be as important as its publishers seem to expect. I

Most of the responses are uninteresting, which is exactly what I would have thought a project like this is trying to I

avoid -

everyone has an opinion, authors are no exception. Funnily enough, they are often no better informed I

than the average person, and no more able to explain the intricacies of foreign policy than, say, The Australian, I

or Socialist Worker for that matter. Armchair intellectuals love books like this, because it helps them sound well- I
informed without having to do any of the dirty work of making up their own minds about difficult subjects like I

foreign affairs. Save your $30 for a copy of The Fire This Time, a heartbreaking and staggeringly well-researched I
audio documentary on the Gulf War with an excellent electronic soundtrack. I

[?]

Jour de fete (1949)

Directed by Jacques Tati

Rouslun Churches saw Jour

de fete at Electric Shadows

cinema

Jour de fete is one of

a collection of five films

representing Jacques Tati's

world-renowned classic

comedies currently touring
Australian cinemas. Looking back

to the fathers of cinema comedy,
French actor and filmmaker Tati

must rate up there with Chaplin,

Keaton, Sellers, Allen and Monty
Python as being responsible for laying

the foundations of the genre. In Jour

de fete a travelling carnival visits the small French country town of Sainte- I

Severe-sur-lndre to hold the annual fair. Tati plays the main character Frangois I

the postman who, while attempting to finish his deliveries for the day, variously I

is talked into erecting a national flag in the village square, is tricked into shotting I

brandy at the local pub, then cycles on to finish his deliveries drunk and falls I

asleep in a box car. Through all of this Frangois is trying to emulate American I

postmen he has seen performing spectacular stunts of mail delivery in a flick at I

one of the carnival's sideshows. This is definitely the type of film that needs to be I

appreciated independently of the contemporary glut of American lowest common ?
denominator humour. That's not to say that American sitcom doesn't have qualities I

too: unchallenging and repetitive writing relying on stock formulae is great filler for I
the comatose couch lifestyle. But for anyone who believes in humour as an art form I

of absurdity and the imagination, seeing Frangois the postman trying to mount his I
delivery bicycle over a farm fence is just brilliant. Tati's use of physical humour makes I
reading the subtitles a bit of a formality as a lot of the film's humour is depicted through ?

motion and sound effects. At one point Francois, in an effort to prove he can deliver the I
mail as efficiently as his American counterparts, overtakes a group of cyclists out training I

perhaps for the Tour de France. If you appreciate humour of a different kind to most of the I
stuff we all grew up on then get along to see Jour de fete or one of the other Tati films. ?

[?]
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The Libertines-August 12th Gaelic Club, Sydney
Review by Nick Craven

Exorcising the spirits of The Clash and The Sex Pistols, The Libertines

brought a long dormant rock attitude to Australia in August. As one of

England's favourite young bands, it was not surprising that at least half the

crowd at the sold out Sydney show were ex-pat Poms. By the time the band

took the stage the rowdy crowd had downed enough lager to fuel a full night

of madness. As the audience displayed their love with the typically English

show of affection that is shouting 'you cunts!', The Libertines entered with

facial expressions that screamed 'wow, this acid makes crowds appear but

what is that creature flying through the air?' and launched into a ferocious

set. They performed most of their stunning debut album 'Up the Bracket' as

well as songs from their forthcoming release'^/ith an ease and confidence

that is testament to their relentless touring schedule back home. This live

expertise subsequently whipped the crowd into a frenzy: cups and bottles

flew, fists and legs were flailed and Pommies were crowd-surfed. The pit

became a war-zone where no one was safe, including the security guard
who leapt in to remove one particularly destructive punter, only to be

greeted by a gang of soccer-hooligan types asking 'do you wanna have a

go, guv?' The band closed the set with a blistering version of 'I Get Along'
and I emerged from the violently intense mosh with a destroyed pair of

Chuck Taylors and the experience of the most savage blow to the head I

have ever received, the result of a good old-fashioned head butt. Much of

the crowd continued brawling long after the band left the stage despite the

screams of bystanders to stop. It seems the brawlers had adopted the punk
philosophy of frontman Carl Barat - 'Fuck 'em'.

Jersey Girl

- Directed by Kevin Smith (yep, the Kevin Smith)

Megan McKeough saw Jersey Girl at Greater Union cinema

I'd heard a lot of bad things about Jersey Girl, despite it being the latest venture for Kevin Smith, aka Silent Bob, aka the genius behind such cult staples '!

as Clerks and Chasing Amy. But then again, as a person who shamefully enjoys the oeuvre of Mandy Moore, my film taste is questionable and so odds
j

were I'd probably enjoy it. What really made me hesitate was the fact that movies starring real-life couples usually flop tremendously, and if Stanley }

Kubrick couldn't pull it off with Eyes Wide Shut, I wasn't too sure about this pre-breakup Bennifer venture. Just on a side bar, though I'm not a fan of J Lo I

at all, unfortunately I have to grudgingly admit that she is not a laughable actor. More so, I have to admit that some scenes tainted by her presence did :

actually sadden me for a moment (they were supposed to), rather than sending me into fits of rage over her inane acting talent. Overall, for a Smith film
:

however, Jersey Girl was a bit too serious and message-heavy for my tastes- 1 think he's trying to grow creatively .'

or some such, move into mature films or other bollocks. My movie-going pals teared up at more than one point (and :

weren't quiet about the fact), and I actually felt my own eyes welling up a little near the end. Generally, though, it
j

was lacking something. One pal suggests it was the absence of ass and fart jokes. Another rejoiced in the fact that
j

it was missing typical Smith-style, long-winded and teary soliloquies on the part of Ben Affleck, though a small one ?;

did slip through and almost sent me into peals of laughter rather than tears. But seriously, a story about a single dad
\

raising a sweet little girl in New Jersey, juggling his duties as father and job as a garbage sweeper whilst still naively :

struggling to regain the glory he once felt as a music publicist back in the day is bound to be heavy with meaning j

and contain some sobby monologues. The crux of the film sees Ben's character, Oliver Trinke, having to make ?*

the age-old choice between career (as a swanky music industry wanker) and family (his father and his daughter ;

Gertie), though any layman will pick up the whole 'New York vs. New Jersey' and 'work vs. family' parallel which !

they seem to think is so original in this film. Typically, both Matt Damon and Jason Lee turn up in small roles, and !

Will Smith makes a cameo which is fun enough, but in summary the story is mediocre and predictable, though Kevin

Smith does manage to inject a certain amount of sweetness and genuine emotion into this otherwise run of the mill ;

mop-fest. The kid is cute, Liv is charming if a little too chirpy as Ben's potential love interest Maya, and Ben himself

is okay, even if he's fast losing his leading man appeal, which I think he knows. Jersey Girl is a good film to go see ,

with a bunch of friends, to either shamefully enjoy and not tell anyone about or pay out mercilessly as a fun group

activity.

The Wedding Day
Catherine Alliott

Review by Elizabeth Land ford

It is not hard to see why Catherine

Alliott's latest novel, The Wedding Day
has become a No. 1 bestseller in the

UK. The novel provides wit and romance,

whilst remaining just grounded enough
in serious issues to avoid being totally

branded and dismissed as another 'fluffy

romance.' The Wedding Day revolves

around the blatantly Bridget Jones-esque
character of Annie, a thirty-something year

old London mother trying to gauge her
;

own response to the events leading up to
;

her wedding day. The novel begins with
;

Annie having just been 'rescued' from her ;

lingering affection for her philandering first

husband Adam, by the predictably handsome and rich Dr David Palmer. *

Although Annie is initially grateful for the stability which David brings into ;

the lives of herself and her twelve-year-old daughter Flora, the cracks begin \

to show, as his conservatism begins to overwhelm her ordinarily disordered i

existence. When David suggests that Annie should take a working-holiday |

to his aunt's house in Cornwall to finish the novel that she is working on, she ?

jumps at the chance- with perhaps a little too much enthusiasm. However, \

the first evening that Annie and Flora spend in the house is interrupted

when an American psychiatrist named Matt arrives in the middle of the

night. Annie's dramatically negative reaction to this unexpected visitor
\

gradually softens, resulting in more than a little jealousy from the good
doctor back in London, when he hears that his fiancee has decided to ;

share the house with a complete stranger. However, Matt's arrival brings

with it the welcome consideration of some serious issues in the novel, as !

it becomes evident that Matt is not visiting Cornwall just for the beaches.
;

The second half of the novel delves into darker aspects of humanity, as

suicide, medical negligence and infidelity are explored. Initially undeterred

by previous reviewers, many of whom offered that masked insult of 'fine

holiday reading!' and even 'a perfect beach read,' I was determined to \

give Alliott a chance. Although her writing style is engaging, and there are

several brilliantly written comic moments, I put this book down, grateful
;

for its entertainment value, but disappointed by several predictable plot
'

twists and a 'feel-good' ending. Perfect light reading- particularly if you are
?

heading down to the beach! ?
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The Mark Lanegan Band - Bubblegum
Sam Lonard

Free from his commitments to Queens of the Stone Age and hot on the heels of a fantastic teaser EP, Mark
!

Lanegan unleashes his sixth studio album, Bubblegum. The ex-Screaming Trees frontman is well renowned for

;

his sinister and introspective albums, and Bubblegum is no different, though this time round it's more to do with

, the sound Lanegan achieves than the lyrics. In contrast to his earlier recordings, Bubblegum has more of a sullied

electronic foundation running through most of the 15 tracks, and in general, the sound is more stripped back

and the song structure more straightforward. It's an interesting move for Lanegan, but he pulls it off in style, with

'Methamphetamine Blues' and 'Can't Come Down' being two songs that really benefit from this new approach.
Being involved in the industry for such a long time, it seems only natural that Lanegan would have a fair few

friends up his sleeve, and indeed he receives a helping hand from a few notable names - Greg Dulli from Afghan
Wings, QOTSA boys Josh and Nick, ex-Gunners Duff McKagan, Chris Goss, and P.J Harvey, just to name a few.

As with most albums featuring Lanegan, the vocals are spectacular, with Lanegan's raucous nicotine-stained

voice merging flawlessly with some inspired back-up vocals and harmonies, notably Wendy Rae Fowler on the

beautifully heartrending 'Bombed' and Chris Goss on album highlight 'One Hundred Days'. There are a few

heavier songs on the album, perhaps influenced by his time in QOTSA, but they don't really sit well amongst the

slower, darker songs. Perhaps the main flaw of Bubblegum is its length. 15 songs is just a few to many when you're dealing with this style of music, and it I

, slightly spoils the whole experience that Lanegan clearly worked so hard to build. Despite this, Bubblegum is a fantastic album, and although it falls slightly I

short of the expectations built by the Here Comes That Weird Chill EP, it is definitely a step in the right direction, and will hopefully serve as a stepping I

stone for Lanegan's future efforts. I

Urthboy - Distant Sense of Random Menace

;

Thorn Mackey

;
This guy is good. His name is kinda dumb, it's true, and he's a

; skinny, skanky looking man, but that just adds to his appeal if you
; ask me. You might know his voice from The Herd, one of Oz' most

well-respected hip-hop outfits, which he MCs for. Urthboy, despite

his skinny-white-boy-almost-booner look, certainly can rhyme. He

r rhymes with eloquence, humour and talent, cutting through social,

political and irreverent issues with equal skill and poignancy. The

music is also impressive - inspired and creative, skilled, and very

well produced, these are some of the best backing tracks I've

heard on a hip-hop album. While they wouldn't blow me away if

they were the main feature, they compliment Urthboy's style very

well, ranging from the brooding dark thumper tracks to the melodic,

light, almost poppy ones - this album covers many moods, and

doesn't take itself too seriously. It balances out somewhere

between a profound social commentary and a frivolous exercise

in rhymes and fun. Overall,

Distant Sense of Random

Menace comes off very

very well, especially for a

first release. It's inspired,

interesting, well-produced
and intelligent

-

all without

being in any way wanky.

Buy it. Feel good about

supporting independent
artists with alternative

views. Everybody wins!

Advanced Sex Tips for Girls

Cynthia Heimel

Review by Chloe Persing

After about three hours of constant Sex and the City re-runs, I am often tempted to shoot Carrie Bradshaw in the knee- B
cap so as she topples off her gaudy Manolo Blahniks and into the gutter trash for which New York City is renowned. H
As vicious and violent as my attack may seem, I'm sure there's enough girlies out there who are only eager to agree H
that Carrie Bradshaw's fictional columns are repulsive due to their wimpy and gutless nature. Cynthia Heimel's H
latest collection of columns, Advanced Sex Tips for Girls, is anything but wimpy. It's smart, punchy and amazingly I
humorous. It'd be like Bikini Kill's Kathleen Hanna gaining some eloquence and writing a few pieces on the topics of H
relationships, dating, society and politics. And if you're thinking this is some typical 'ferno' rant by a woman who wears H
ludicrous amounts of purple and owns eight cats, you'd be wrong. Heimel evades the stereotype by not only hacking fl
out these women in one of her columns titled The Hobag Manifesto' ('So I am saying, right here and right'now, that I I
will not be wearing any fucking flowing purple drapes. I will, however, soon be one of those old broads who carries a H
stout stick. Anybody who doesn't like it, blow me' I believe are her exact words), she also shows that women in their I
late forties still have kicking libidos and aren't afraid to loudly proclaim it. And anyway, Cynthia is a staunch dog-lover H
(which you can take as a metaphor for her content). H

?HHhRHHBHHhRHIIIHMNHIIB I
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TV on the Radio - Desperate Youth, Blood Thirsty Babes

Chloe Perslng

The latest hip thang in music that has replaced this Rock Revival trend is a thing I like to call Spastic Progressive
Post-Punk (how's that for industry wank?). Its leaders include the lovely Les Savy Fav and the up-and-coming
Detachment Kit. It relies on clever arrangements, sporadic, yet well-crafted instrumentals and high-pitched vocals.

New York's TV on the Radio are no exception. But I can't help but think that these guys have a little something
more - perhaps it's a more developed sense of maturity or some calmness amidst the chaos of this emerging

genre. Or maybe I'm just verbally masturbating like the hack that I am. But I think I'm onto something. There is

such emotion in these tracks (particularly 'Staring at the Sun1 and 'Ambulance') that I just can't get from TV on the

Radio's contemporaries. There's this mellow undertow through out the whole album that gives you that feeling

that this isn't some half-baked frivolous tangent, that these guys know their craft and have put in the hard yards to

create something meaningful and solid. However this album isn't some melancholic mop
-

it still rocks and dare I

say, makes you want to bust a move/cut the rug/insert some other equally lame phrase depicting the subtle dance

iness of this album.

Man On Fire

Directed by Tony Scott

Reviewed by Joe McNamara

Man On Fire is not what it looks like. While all the

advertising points to it being a fairly standard action

movie, and indeed action fans could probably watch it

without too many complaints, it's a lot more complicated
and interesting than that. Man On Fire is the (supposedly

true, but so ridiculously full-on that it would almost have

to have been embellished a bit) story of Crecy (Denzel

Washington), an alcoholic with a past that's never

really explained but involves lots of morally ambiguous
violence. He's hired by a wealthy Mexican family to act

as a bodyguard for their daughter. The daughter gets

kidnapped and the corrupt Mexican authorities don't do

anything about it, so Crecy goes on a city-wide rampage of

vengeance and destruction. Doesn't sound too promising,

does it? The plot has all the elements (corrupt cops, Crecy's

military past, cute kids in trouble) of a bad action movie, and as previously stated

you could probably watch it as one, but the plot only needs to be passable
because the really interesting thing about this movie is the way it handles

violence. You know how in a lot of movies everyone knows kung fu and there

isn't much blood and the whole thing is almost cartoonish? Well, Man On Fire

is the complete opposite. It goes to great lengths to make its violence as sick

and psychologically effective as possible. Crecy isn't a hero, he's a very sick

man who's only saving grace is the fact that the other side are worse than

he is. (Granted, this could describe the heroes of most action movies, but

in this case it's meant that way rather than just being a symptom of shoddy
screenwriting.) In that way, Man On Fire is the movie The Punisher should

have been. The visuals support this - in the violent bits, the camerawork's

shaky and the colours look wrong to emphasise the unhinged nature of

the scene. All in all, it's something for everyone-action fans can watch

the explosions, and drama types can enjoy the character study of a

seriously screwed up individual.

Elephant
Directed by Gus Van Sant

Reviewed by Jeremy Smith .

Colorado 1999. Two students went on a killing spree and became instantly famous. Living in the US at the time, the attention given to

the event was unprecedented. Shoot eem up games such as Time Crisis, and music by shock rockers Marilyn Manson were vilified.

The nationis children were being warped and desensitised to violence. Everyone had an opinion and sought someone or something
to blame. There had to be a reason. But, to paraphrase the words of Inspector Thomas Cray (Nick Nolte) in the movie Nightwatch,
most killers never have a reason - they just kill. Elephant is a movie about an ordinary high school day. Except that itis not. This recent

work on the Columbine school shootings was described by the Washington Post as i...an understated hypnotic stroke of brilliance?

and I find it hard to express how I felt after viewing it in any other way. Elephant has been criticised by many for being a slow paced
irresponsible portrayal of violence, but I think that these critics themselves have missed Van Santis point - killers kill for no reason at

I

all. The title is a play on the old Indian story of the Six Blind Wise men from Hindustan who were confronted by an elephant and had

|

to decide what it was. The moral of the story is that each man was too quick to form an opinion on the problem, and although each

! was partly right all were wrong. Thus, by representing the act for what it was, Van Sant is engaging the public, challenging them

|

to form an opinion for themselves on the event, rather than accept the theories that are being thrown at them left, right and centre.

Sure one of the killers played video games, but then again the other was a talented classical musician who enjoyed playing the music

\

of Beethoven. Technically the film is beautiful. Harris Savides cinematography captures the lives of the students as they go about their day. He creates an

: intimacy that engrosses the audience in the events as they unfold. Contributing to the aesthetic of the film was Van Santis choice to use normal everyday

;

students to play themselves - adding to the reality and eventual senselessness of the massacre that ensues. To draw a comparison, it has the mood of Lost

\

in Translation crossed with the content of A Clockwork Orange: lackadaisical ultra-violence.

[?]

Man On Fire

Reviewed by Dave Ryan ;

At first glance Man On Fire looks like just another

Hollywood action blockbuster, a star vehicle for Denzel

Washington and breakthrough for cute newcomer Dakota

Fanning. However while Man On Fire lacks the gritty

realism of Washington's Oscar winning Training Day, it

avoids the slick imagery that defines the action genre I

today, and uses its revenge storyline and brutal violence
S

to prevent being categorised as just another action flick.

Washington gives a convincing performance as Creasy,
the alcoholic bodyguard with a haunted past hired to

protect rich kid Pita (Fanning). Pita shows Creasy that

it is 'ok to live again' (one of many priceless lines from

Christopher Walken), but is kidnapped by an organised
crime group that is terrorising the rich of Mexico City.

When the exchange of girl for money goes wrong, Pita

is reported dead, and Creasy embarks on a rampage of

revenge and destruction. The plot throws up a few interesting

twists, but the film is driven by Washington's charisma and the stylised

violence that characterises his plan to destroy the kidnappers. Man On

Fire features the best torture scene I have seen since Reservoir Dogs,

yet its violence is rarely overdone, and Washington is implacable as he

deals out death to the men who stole his redeemer. Christopher Walken

is the strongest of the supporting actors, playing the part of Creasy's old

partner in crime with his trademark woodenness and adding the unique
brand of humour to the film that only he can. Director Tony Scott has a long

history of making action blockbusters, from late 80s classic Top Gun to by
the book action thrillers Spy Game and Enemy of the State. Man On Fire

shows a strong Tarantino influence (Scott directed the Tarantino produced
True Romance and is credited in Reservoir Dogs) but avoids Tarantino's self

conscious coolness, instead opting for sometimes disturbing immoral revenge

and violence. Man On Fire is a Hollywood blockbuster without the feel good
ending or the moralistic overtones that spoil so many modern movies. Ultimately

a coolly violent film with black undertones, that occasionally tries to be a bit too

cute.
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THE PRIME MINISTER'S INAUGRAL FOREIGN POLICY ADDRESS I

j

Mr. Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Governor General, Honoured guests, my fellow Australians: it is time, Australia.
j

1 stand before you today humble, yet proud and resolute. I have this morning taken an oath to preserve, protect, serve and defend Australia from [

he World. I have ridden high on the back of public favour to sweep into this office and want you all to rest assured that each and every one of my i

campaign promises will be kept. I have assumed government at a pivotal time in Australia's history. On the one hand, we stand alone as one of a
\

landful of nations who support the World Police, we are a buyer of technology and an influence upon all nations uncivilized. In short, we lead, and ,!

he world laughs. .
.but at least we are not France. I

Somewhere at this very moment, thousands of miles away in a remote desert in Tajikistan, a family of ten is clustered around a television set

mjoying 'Gladiator' and throwing another prawn on the Barbie. That's influence, my fellow Australians!

It is time, my fellow Australians for us to step out of the shadows of our more widely renowned partner countries. It is time that we left the America
ind the Britain of this world behind, as we push ahead into a new Golden Era. In much the same way as Ian Thorpe carves up the pool, it is time for

is to carve up the world.

AUSSIE AUSSIE AUSSIE.... .01 01 01
I have proposed a sweeping set of reforms to our local and foreign policy that will catapult us into history as the first country to throw

Dff all shackles of social conscience.

As I am well aware of how fickle the media is to 'tall poppies' in this country and, in truth, I am glad that your attention span is that

Df a distracted goldfish, I now introduce you to ARSE, Australia's new foreign policy.

Assimilation - Retribution -

Subjugation and Extermination
Jfce'all good foreign policies, ARSE will set a benchmark for all future negotiations with countries that are just not Australian. No

nore will we have to suffer communication difficulties with places such as Queensland or Tasmania. . .No more will we have to have

translators for treaties signed with New Zealand or Uzbekistan (wherever that is?) !

There have been vicious suggestions by the disbelievers that this policy could falter. I guarantee you that it will not. It is a 5 step fail

safe program that will ensure the country we are dealing with ends up like putty in our hands.

AlSS! ITI 1 1 3 LlOn - Don't offer them any choice but the one available to them. You will join us/ you will accede to our demands.

FvStri DU tlOn - The short step from any initial knock-back of our Assimilation attempts. We will now place Trade Embargoes,

religious doorknockers and endless re-runs of Nikki Webster at the 2000 Olympics on the suspect nation. This is really only
Vindictive.

p U uj U Q3 tl 0 fl - In an overt act to have the foolish country comply with our simple demands, we now proceed to implement
measures that the Geneva Convention has 'outlawed'. Outfitting rebels fighters, sending in the team of 60 Minutes, and organising a

Cher World Tour to the country are all proposed steps.

E Xte rm i I! at fO n - Well it pretty much speaks for itself doesn't it.

'We Surrender'

'Not Good Enough'
'We don't have any WMD's'

I 'Too little too late'

I have to say that its all fiendishly simple my fellow countrymen and women and if worse comes to worse, we already have a further

pack up. . .being ARSE-D

D for DENY EVERYTHING.
Before my administration has to run for its third term in power. I would like to lead our backwards little nation towards the edge of

i moral and cultural precipice, a crisis engendered by our very success. But, in a larger sense, it is not for me to lead; it is for you to

follow. In a Lemming type way, I ask that you leap where I leap.

[look forward to informing you of ARSE's successes over the coming years. My ministers will be delivering more on our local

policies later this week.

pThank you

UNVEILING 2005

DEFENCE:

australia's own

Weapons of

mass s!P

DESTRUCTION 1 I
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